Last Class!

Thanks for a great semester. Your participation and enthusiasm for the course has been exceptional. I appreciate the effort you brought. Thank you.

Remember that the goal of this course is to train you to collaborate effectively and responsibly with non-statisticians to answer their subject matter questions.

What are some pointers you remember from these topics that you found especially helpful and/or that you think will be useful to you in the future?

**Effective collaboration: in person**

*Dr. Derr videos, POWER process, consultation role-playing, analogies*

**Effective collaboration: writing**

*Classes on improving writing, tables, and graphics, also assignments and classes on writing a proposal and report*
What are some pointers you remember from these topics that you found especially helpful and/or that you think will be useful to you in the future?

**Using statistics to answer subject matter questions**

*case studies, including dogs with septic peritonitis, eagle wing flapping, Mpls storm damage, salt reduction, and surround sound, and guests from Travelers and Syngenta*

**Responsible collaboration**

*General ethics, research ethics, human/animal research, plagiarism, authorship, intellectual property, conflicts of interest, openness and confidentiality, ethical decision-making.*
Name: ________________________________

What did you learn in this course that you had forgotten about until today?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

[Optional] Any other comment about this course that you have (not anonymous)? Perhaps a favorite part, or a suggestion, or something else?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
What are some pointers you remember from these topics that you found especially helpful and/or that you think will be useful to you in the future? This page will be passed around.

**Effective collaboration: in person**

*Dr. Derr videos, POWER process, consultation role-playing, analogies*
What are some pointers you remember from these topics that you found especially helpful and/or that you think will be useful to you in the future? This page will be passed around.

**Effective collaboration: writing**

*Classes on improving writing, tables, and graphics, also assignments and classes on writing a proposal and report*
What are some pointers you remember from these topics that you found especially helpful and/or that you think will be useful to you in the future? This page will be passed around.

**Using statistics to answer subject matter questions**

*case studies, including dogs with septic peritonitis, eagle wing flapping, Mpls storm damage, salt reduction, and surround sound, and guests from Travelers and Syngenta*
What are some pointers you remember from these topics that you found especially helpful and/or that you think will be useful to you in the future? This page will be passed around.

**Responsible collaboration**

*General ethics, research ethics, human/animal research, plagiarism, authorship, intellectual property, conflicts of interest, openness and confidentiality, ethical decision-making.*